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This is the third issue of our annual publication with a focus on select work from 2015. When
we started these annual publications we were intentional to allow for a few years between the
time of the work and the publication of it in this form. This allowance affords a few things. It
allows for some of the work to be developed and implemented affording us the ability to show
more than concepts. And it provides time and distance that it allows us to review the work with
a broader context of the full year. These publications have become a means of consideration
for the work and direction of the office over time and across geographies, through narrative,
visualization, and overall communication.
Each time I review these publications before we go to print or distribute online I find myself
both proud and disappointed. Service work—especially projects on the scale of physical
structures—are financially dependent on the client to be realized, and as such, the work is
the product of a collaboration with the client. They are also heavily dependent on schedules,
resources, and a range of other factors that may influence the work. Time has an interesting
effect on development—the longer the path to implementation the more opportunity for
things to change. There is a certain beauty in this process, but there is also a challenge. As
a designer, I see our work in conversation with other designers and the history of design, but
as a practitioner, the immediate context of the project is the ultimate driver. Personally, I am
pragmatist and driven by the realities of a project—including the challenges and opportunities.
We do a good job of pushing the boundaries of the opportunities afforded to us, but our
work struggles to contribute to a broader conversation in design. Obviously, this is driven
by financial matters and as the CEO of the office I have a fiduciary responsibility to keep
money coming in and people and bills paid, but I greatly care for the practice of design and
architecture and want to contribute to its evolution. Each year I hope to evolve the significance
of our work while balancing this with the realities of the type of work we do.
While notes are recorded closer to the year of the original work, the final writing of this
introduction is done prior to completion. This time I am writing while quarantined in my home
amid a global pandemic and forth-coming recession/depression. In this context the value of
our work oscillates even more, now including the relevance of design and experience in our
everyday lives. I believe profoundly in the value of design in people’s lives, even if the design is
for enhancement versus life-saving. We do not design new medical procedures, or life-saving
devices, we design and engineer everyday experiences. Our drive is to make life simpler and
more pleasurable. We strive to reduce and focus attention, preferring less to more.
2015 was a great year for our office, and it was when we started and completed the first of
these annuals. It was a year of starting many new initiatives—some of which made it to fruition,
many of which did not. It was a year with projects that spanned multiple continents, countries,
geographies, and industries. Stay tuned to hear how things progressed.

Broc k Danner, Founder & Chief Desig ner

hello@design-made.com
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INSIDE THE STUDIO

Modeling, Testing,
& Iterating

One of the most common prototypes we always develop is the
teller counter for financial retail designs. The teller counter is a critical
element requiring assessment of ergonomics, wire management,
materials, forms, relationships, equipment locations, reach and
processes. This particular model was constructed in our offices in
NJ—went through a series of iterations—and then disassembled,
packed, shipped, and re-assembled in Oahu, Hawaii.

A critical part of our process is the development of models and
prototypes to test, iterate, and understand both the physicality
of an object or scenario, as well as the relationship of the
engagement and the processes.
This is our Barbie® scale model. We use this scale for
furniture and kiosk-type displays. The models at this
scale tend to be more refined and we use Barbie®
dolls as our human figures to give a proper sense of
scale. We will then complement these with 1:1 scale
models of parts of the condition we are exploring and
working through.

We always begin with simple rapid prototypes that may consist of found objects, folded prints,
or some other quick available means. We find it critical to constantly be testing developing,
iterating, and evolving the complexity of the prototypes. For the Stryker kiosk and guest tour
experience (image right, see also pages 86-89) we began with crude blue foam models to
explore a range of forms. These were developed in tandem with 3D modeling and visualization
and as part of the strategic brainstorming of the guest experience, and evolved from the small
foam to illuminated scaled models to 1:1: models. These were done as part of our design
process. After the design was approved, our models were shared with our fabrication partner
Boyce Products and they continued to prototype with 1:1 fabricated prototypes to engineer
and work through the detailing and manufacturing processes.
For retail or teller counters we begin in a similar manner but a lot of focus is placed on
the relationship between the customer and the associate; a high counter acts as a strong
divide and can be imposing, whereas a lower counter is more open and creates a balanced
relationship between customer and associate. But as we lower the counter, we need to think

This is one of our rapid 1:1 prototypes.
Here we are testing the lighting condition
at the bottom of a retail counter and
considering different flooring options
and how the light emanates from under
the counter.

through in more detail the location of equipment, wire management, and the processes of the
engagement; will the associate be sharing their screen, what work/movements are necessary
during the engagement, are their privacy concerns for documents or information, and we
also consider screen scenarios, eye contact, and exchange. We quickly move from a formal
idea into a physical model to test scales, ergonomics, and overall relationships to ensure the
engagement scenario works and achieves the intended affect.

It is always challenging to justify the time and expense
to construct physical models, but we continue to find
them critical to the success in our work.
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Honolulu, Hawai’i
retail banking experience
of hawai’i
new branch concept & design
Bank of Hawaii

Working with Bank of Hawaii on the transformation of their banking experience was a unique opportunity to be part
of a massive change that would reverberate throughout the island. Bank of Hawaii was the first financial institution to
wade into change and their new experience set others into immediate motion. The challenges were many—an island
that changes slowly (they still have signs from the 70s up in their airport), an insular community that is not susceptible to
outside forces as we are on the mainland, real estate costs that make every square foot of space vital to be considered,
and a culture that is as distinct from the 48 (mainland states) as being in another country around the world.
The first thing we needed to do was immerse ourselves in the culture of Hawai’i and to understand the people and place
from inside the island and not as a tourist from the outside. This included a great deal of research, reading, and sessions
with the customer to understand the culture and the nuances of their everyday lives. As part of this effort we produced a
massive visual inventory of things we found, encountered, and were provided that offered an visual lexicon for us to use
as a reference during our work.
Our solution was the creation of a new type of banking experience that sided more closely with hospitality service than
banking, and consisted of a dynamic layout model that reprogrammed space for different uses so as to maximize each
of the branches for many activities.
12 |
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The Of Hawai’i book was a product of our research team into the visual culture of Hawai’i. It was a
resource for our design team and reference for conversations with the client that included a broad
and in-depth look at the unique history and culture of Hawai’i. When we shared this with our client
they asked for copies to be used by their marketing team.
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EXPLANATION FOR PREVIOUS, THIS, AND
FOLLOWING SPREADS.
A key need for the new store concept included a
consideration of the flexibility and versatility of
the banking space to maximize effectiveness. The
diagrams shown here are for a concept that includes a
series of convertible spaces. The side panels that define
the casual engagement space can be moved across
and become divisions on the teller bar. This transforms
the teller counter into a series of engagement cubbies.
The casual engagement spaces remain active but with
less privacy. The second move is to break-down the
offices by moving both side panels across to the teller
bar. With a simple desk conversion, the engagement
spaces transform into a single large event space. The
monitors used for the entry and queuing experience
can then act as digital backdrops for the event.
The model (right) is a transformer model highlighting
all the components that have an ability to move and or
in some way transform the activity of a space.
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Live at Kaiko‘o
Fraud Prevention Specialist,
Tom Khino
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Dillingham

Monoa

Pearl Ridge

Pearl CIty

Downtown
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Oahu, HI
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Greensboro, North Carolina
university campus student center experience
Aggie Pride
signage and wayfinding, branding
NCA&T

B4

B4

ROOM NAME
SUBINFO
RESOURCE- JOB-LINK

B4

B4

B4

2120
CENTER
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Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson (‘64)
B.S. in sociology
Football quarterback
Class President

SPEECHES:
1. 1988 road to White
House speech, Boise,
Idaho, 60 sec.
2. 2010 speech to
NCAT graduating
class, Greensboro,
NC., 3:05 mins

Episode 3:
I Have Something to Say:
Inspiring Minds, Leading People

Episode 6

Episode 5

Episode 4

Episode 3

Episode 2

Episode 1

Episode 7

Episode 8

Entering New Dimensions:
How Can You Reach Beyond
What You Know Today?

Beyond Our World:
Where Should We Explore
Next?

Aggie Capital:
What Will You Do With Your
Degree?

If Your Community Came to
Hear You Speak, What Would
You Say?

Be Creative:
Where Will Your Sound
Lead You?

Simple Beginnings:
A Practical Education for
Better Living

Feats of Strength:
How Do You Measure Up
Against Some of Our Greats?

Create Your Own Episode
in the continuing Aggie
Narrative.

FOCUS:
Entering into new territories through
research and innovation with a focus on
nanoscience, nanoengineering, and exciting
innovations.

FOCUS:
From the payloads to the pilot seat A&T and
our Alumni has been an integral part of the
exploration beyond our planet. This episode
presents the past contributions and future
explorations.

FOCUS:
“The air of rights and expectations” offered
by a North Carolina Agricultural and
Technical degree.

FOCUS:
The ability to make change through
simple action. The challenges associated
with resistance to existing norms and
beliefs and the benefit that can be
achieved through one’s commitment and
perseverance.

FOCUS:
The influence and excellence of music, and
sound, at NCAT—from the school song, to
the marching band, to the sounds of Aggie’s
cheering for our team.

FOCUS:
Provides an introduction to the narrative
and series of episodes and discusses the
beginning of the school and the focus on
agriculture and technology.

FOCUS:
Athletics and sport.

FOCUS:
Focus on current students and their beliefs
on the next stage of NC A&T.

Participants can submit their answer, view
others, and learn about NCAT alumni who
have made significant accomplishments in
the public, political, and community arena.

Participants can submit their answer, view
others, and learn about the innovative
contributions NCAT students and alumni
have contributed to our exploration of
space and the engineering that allows us to
explore further.

Participants can submit their answer, view
others, and learn about the value of an
NCAT degree through the accomplishments
of alumni in business.

Participants can submit their answer, view
others, and learn about NCAT alumni who
have made significant accomplishments in
the public, political, and community arena.

The music program at A&T is a critical
component of the evolution of the school
because it is the most tangible form of
the evolution of the school from practical
farming education to that of a broader and
higher intellectual education. The focus of
this episode is on music and the arts.

A school is about instruction and the
transfer of knowledge. The value of this
transfer is in the extent this potential
affords a student to engage in and
accomplish things that were previously
out of reach.

Athletics is the front door of higher
education for many students and physical
achievement commonly carries glory and
success. This episode focuses on the
accomplishment of Aggie athletes as well
as those who have contributed to sport
beyond the field.

Participants are asked to contribute their
thoughts on where A&T should be making
investments today for the future tomorrow;
and how they are a currently contributing
to that vision.

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
The Joint School of Nanoscience and
Nanoengineering
School of Nursing

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
College of Engineering
School of Technology

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
School of Business & Economics
School of Agriculture & Environmental
Sciences
School of Graduate Studies

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
School of Education

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
College of Arts and Sciences

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
N/A

SCHOOLS HIGHLIGHTED:
N/A

METADATA:
The Joint School of Nanoscience and
Nanoengineering
Innovation
Dr. Feeney and use of asphalt
Innovation to solve global problems
Chancellor appointment and contribution
to address world hunger

METADATA:
College of Engineering
McNair
Payload Challenge/Experiments
Current state explorations
STEM
Global need for science

METADATA:
School of Business & Economics
School of Agriculture & Environmental
Sciences
Joe. L. Dudley
Stoxkton - first senior director in GE
Black entrepreneur Willy Deese
Grad earned most $ #4 ranking
Best ROI
National ranking

METADATA:
School of Education
Political Science
Terence Day graduate
Being in the media; Breaking barriers;
Political Activism, Political Leadership,
Political Service, Community Service,
Debating Teams, The Dudley Cup, Dr. Dudley,
Stage, Dramatic Arts, R. B. Harrison, Stage
Technology, Media

METADATA:
College of Arts and Sciences
Agriculture, Agricultural Mechanics, Fields,
Music, Glee Club, Male Quartet, Alma
Mater, World War II Service & Volunteering,
A&T Marching Band, Marching Machine,
Symphonic Concert Band

METADATA:
Athletics
Alvin A. Attles
Elvin Bethea Hall of Famer
Tennis champions
Golf

METADATA:
Future of the school

To stand before a group of one’s peers and make statements that may not be welcomed by all
listening is a fundamental human activity, although one not easily mastered. The podium is a
social icon for this condition, to stand upon a soapbox and address a crowd, representing the

spoken word, leadership, the stage, drama, social outreach, and community organization. Our
story for episode three is based on the great achievements of Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr. (‘64),
his rise to the national stage, and his contribution to the national debate where he stood at a
podium seeking candidacy for president of the United States.
Jesse Jackson’s story is a microcosm for the struggles NCAT experienced during its inception
and an exhibition of achievement through voice and leadership. The story has numerous roots
and branches allowing for various strands of NCAT to weave into or expand from this episode.
The physical manifestation of this episode occurs on the second level of the building

overlooking the great open space on the ground floor and is visible from the upper floors. It is
located on axis with the student union spaces and consists of an iconic podium form slightly
projecting from the balcony. Building guests and users can stand at the podium and address a
real or imaginary crowd below.

The university complex prior to the
launch of NC A&T was primarily one of
excellence for the privileged with strong
religious affiliations and aspirations. The
introduction of the Morrill Land Act of
1862—which allowed for the creation of
NC A&T—was part of a larger expansion of
the university complex to include a broader
prospective and a more Jeffersonian and
democratic education system.
“What the Morrill Act did was incite
‘the coordination and entrepreneurship
that would be essential for the
formation of research universities’
and it lay the foundations for the rapid
growth of American higher education.
(Randomhistory.com, “History of American
Higher Education,” Posted April 29, 2008)

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-

tetuer adipiscing elit. Morbi commodo,
METATAGS: Political Activism,
Political
Leadership,
Political Service, Community Service,
ipsum sed pharetra
gravida,
orci magna
rhoncus neque, id pulvinar odio lorem
non turpis.
Nullam
amet enim.
Debating Teams, The Dudley
Cup,
Dr.sitDudley,
Stage, Dramatic Arts, R. B. Harrison, Stage
Suspendisse id velit vitae ligula volutpat
condimentum. Aliquam erat volutpat.
Technology, Media
Sed quis velit. Nulla facilisi. Nulla libero.
Vivamus pharetra posuere sapien. Nam
consectetuer. Sed aliquam, nunc eget
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Lead In

Home

Video

D

NC A&T

Episode 2

Simple Beginnings and Beyond

Where Will The Sound Lead You?

Mythology 3

Touch Screen To Begin

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Morbi commodo, ipsum sed
pharetra gravida, orci magna rhoncus neque, id
pulvinar odio lorem non turpis. Nullam sit amet
enim. Suspendisse id velit vitae ligula volutpat
condimentum. Aliquam erat volutpat. Sed quis
velit.

E

F
Episode 2

Nulla facilisi. Nulla libero. Vivamus pharetra
posuere sapien. Nam consectetuer. Sed aliquam,
nunc eget euismod ullamcorper, lectus nunc
ullamcorper orci, fermentum bibendum enim nibh
eget ipsum.

October 23, 1965

Home screen on monitor

Beginning or lead in of each episode

Screenshot of timeline and points at which credits are gained
for “My Credits”.

After all episodes have played a section of Stories uploaded
from users would be available.

User initiates experience by tapping screen.

Each episode has a unique lead-in movie/animation with
narration. The lead-in provides a brief introduction to the
episode through the telling of the NCAT mythology story.

Using a simple pop-up effect, reference content can be introduced offering the user an option to stop current video and
explore that content.

This is a landing page with a range of content that can be
viewed. These can be more videos, still images, or animations. The expectation is for this to be open to the addition
of new content by uploading through back-end software.

Step up and say something...

User
Interaction

Support
Processes

Work Scope
Required
- Content
Production

B

A

Database of videos with back-end interface for safe upload
of user videos.

- Image sourcing and digitization
- Image touch-up
- Custom graphics as necessary

-

Content and image sourcing
Animation/movie script
Animation/movie development & build
HIre voice for narration
Narrative recording and editing
HMTL/Java interaction development

- Content and image sourcing
- HMTL/Java interaction development

-

This does not require video segments, it can be built using
still images with animation effects.
- If new video, then video production required

C
References

Cloudsovercuba.com

Cloudsovercuba.com

Intro/landing page. This is the beginning of the slideshow,
and would not change.

Epsiode lead in introducing number and name of episode.

Content and image sourcing
Animation/movie script
Animation/movie development & build
HIre voice for narration
Narrative recording and editing
HMTL/Java interaction development
Drupal or similar back-end software development

Submit Your Story

- If new video, then video production required

Cloudsovercuba.com
Anidealiveson.org
hbogo.com

hbogo.com
Layout of story videos.

Full screen video with timeline showing important events
that would be palced into the “My Credits” folder.

?
?

Home

Lead In

Q&A

Video

Episode Lead In:
1. Simple Beginnings
2. Be Creative
3. Speech
4. Aggie Capital
5. Beyond Our World
6. Entering New Dimensions
7. Feats of Strength
8. Create Your Own Episode

Episodes

“My Credits”

Stories

About

Timeline Video

0630

Timeline Video
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Citizens Bank
puzzle pieces
experience design
Citizens Financial Group, Inc. is one of the oldest
and largest financial services firms in the United
States. Headquartered in Providence, Rhode
Island, where its roots date back to 1828, Citizens
offers retail and commercial banking products
and services to individuals, small businesses,
middle-market companies, large corporations and
institutions. Citizens helps retail customers bank
better every day with the convenience of more
than 3,200 ATMs and 1,200 branches in 11 states.

2015 Branch Openings

We developed a completely new customer
experience and branch design concept that was
fully modular and realized their new customer
engagement goals.

Lechmere Branch
Size: 1430 SF

First built was a prototype that consisted of a
2000 SF installation within the second floor of a
Citizen’s office building in Massachusetts. The
prototype represented a complete 2000 SF retail
branch including an exterior storefront and entry.
New branches began rolling out in late 2015.
Citizens plans to implement 800 new branches
over the next 5+ years.

Chalfont Branch
Size: 440 SF
Milfrod Shaws Branch
Size: 530 SF
Lafayette Branch
Size: 1515 SF

Copley Square Branch
Size: 1800 SF
Woonsocket Branch
Size: 1615 SF
Guiderland Branch
Size: 1500 SF
Plymouth Branch
Size: 1700 SF
Quincy Center Branch
Size: 3020 SF
Brookline Branch
Size: 1400 SF
South End Branch
Size: 2000 SF
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Chalfont Branch

Woonsocket branch
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Lafayette Branch
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Citizens’ branches were under-invested, inefficient,
and not delivering on the brand’s promise to “help
customers make the most of their money” through
personal attention and high knowledge advisory
services. The client had four primary objectives
for the branch experience; enable customers to
manage more of their own banking transactions
(introduction of self-service banking hardware);
develop a new engagement platform where staff
spend more time with customers in an advisory
role; create opportunities within the branch to
initiate conversations with customers on their
financial matters; and develop a new design that is
reflective of the brand, visually consistent, modular,
and flexible to adapt to a diverse range of property
conditions.
It was clear that the client needed more than a
new branch image, they needed a new platform
for their relationship with their customers. The new
branches were to operate differently—by offering
a unique connection between their staff and
customers. We articulated this change through an
analogy of changing the conversation, between
staff and customer, from one that took place in the
associates office to one that occurred at a kitchen
table. The kitchen table is an analogy for where you
sit with your closest friends and discuss sensitive
issues; it is formal enough to acknowledge the
seriousness of the issue, and yet personal and
comfortable. Customers today perceive the
banking environment as a place to do transactions.
We wanted to redefine the bank as a community
resource on matters dealing with finance; a place
you go to ask dumb questions, tough questions,
or quite simply to engage in a conversation on
what you dreamed about doing but struggled
to achieve due to a lack of capital. We wanted
to make customers feel comfortable to expose
themselves a bit, and share their dream about

the apparel store they wanted to open, their plans
for the home renovation they always struggled to
finance, and the business they dreamed of owning
but lacked confidence to start. These are the types
of conversations you only discuss with a friend you
trust, and that was who Citizens Bank wants to be
for their customers.
We changed what a customer expected a bank
to look like. The new environment has a sense of
home, without being homey; it feels comfortable
and there are things to explore. At the center
of the new Citizens branch experience is the
Commons. The Commons is the incarnation of
the kitchen table concept The walls are covered
in bookshelves that contain a range of unique
and curious objects. Each object was selected to
illicit an emotional response from the customer;
a trip they wanted to take, a cooking class they
wanted to attend, or a personal collection they
wanted to spend more time building. We referred
to these objects as props, or conversation starters,
about the interests and dreams of customers. The
Commons was a key new space of the branch that
changes consumers perspective of the meaning of
a bank.
In addition to the Commons is a new type of
engagement module, what we refer to as the casual
assist nook. This is another form of the kitchen
table. In this incarnation it refers to the breakfast
table, or the private study, where you would sit with
a personal friend. The nook is placed near the front
of the branch, also near the self-service module
and acts as place to have a quick conversation,
or simply a place to hang out. Every feature of
the new branch was considered as a support in
a new choreography where staff spend less time
behind the teller counter and more time in hip-tohip conversations with customers.

Medford Prototype
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Concept Design

Medford Prototype
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Plymouth

Woonsocket

Guiderland

Milford Shaws

Chalfont

Sagamore

Lafayette

Copely Square

Brookline

Lechmere
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Boston, MA
Words & Photos: Brock Danner

Boston is a second city for me after New York and a place I always enjoy walking around.
The scale of the city is just right for the modern flaneur walking around the city with no
specific purpose. There is a sense of community that is not commonly found in a major
metropolis that is challenging to describe. An observation, I feel, may offer some insight
One afternoon during a break between meetings, I walked around Norman B. Leventhal
Park and noticed that there were stacks of seat cushions in select spots around the park.
They are available for anyone to take and use to sit on the grass so as to not dirty your
clothes. It is the sort of thing one would expect in the park of small town, not a major
northeast metropolis. And if you compare this to NYC where it seems you are more likely
to encounter a locked gate or signs asking to keep off the grass, it is nice to feel welcome
and be provided for.
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386 Park Avenue South
brand creation
campaign
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New York commercial real estate is a competitive market and the owners of 386 Park Avenue
South wanted to do something different with their property. They engaged us to reconsider
their tenant experience with a focus on building amenities. They were looking to learn from
the successes of the co-working spaces that were gaining attention and fans within the
city, including Neuehouse and WeWork. At the time, WeWork was new to the city but had
already drawn a lot of attention and followers. The owners of 386 wanted to consider a new
approach to long term full-floor leases and bring a premium product to the market.
Our team began with research into the growing co-working model as well as the changing
behaviors of commercial tenants in NYC. We presented a findings report to 386 which
included some recommendations and ideas for their building. They then asked us to
develop an identity for the building and a campaign for marketing the property. The owners
also asked us to visualize some of the concepts we had discussed including a converted
rooftop, a theater, and a dedicated tenant amenities floor.
For the brand we focused on the zeros and ones common to technology and played upon
the characteristics of the zeros/circles and ones/slashes in the numeral 3 8 6. This provided
a unique identity and a pattern that could be leveraged across different media.
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386 Park Avenue South
rooftop setting
design

As part of an exploration for rethinking their tenant
experience, 386 asked us to develop solutions for
a series of spaces throughout the building. For the
rooftop we wanted a simple solution that would
visually blend with the gridded complexity of the
NYC context while offering the flexibility to create a
range of space types and conditions. We adopted
a solution from the House Vision 2013 exhibition in
Tokyo of using timbers in a gridded arrangement
to define variated landscape across the rooftop.
When illuminated at night, the gridded spaces
of the overlapping wood mimics the illuminated
spaces of the buildings.
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ADDC
Abu Dhabi
development

Our work with ADDC (highlighted in DM’13) continued with
new bigger projects. We continued to develop the physical
experience for ADDC including the completion of the branch
in the Bawabat Mall, and the design development for the new
branches in Khalifa A, Baniyas, and Madina Zayed districts
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Stryker
tour display system
design

Stryker was seeking a new design for the modules of their factory tour
experience. We developed a new series of modules that begins with
an orientation threshold and then consists of a series of kiosks located
at key points along the journey. One of the kiosk designs was to be
used for a majority of the tour locations, as well being implemented
in other facilities around the world. It needed to be modular and well
engineered for sustainable in the factory environment. We worked in
collaboration with our manufacturing partner Boyce Products on the
design, development, and implementation of the new kiosks.
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The proposal included an orientation threshold, a
repeatable kiosk, and two unique nodes along the
guest tour. The above is the proposed viewing room
for one stop where graphic communications occur
along the floating media bar desk.
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Shell
c-stores
experience strategy
On the road between the past and the future...

we cruise forward with an explorers vigor...

We worked with Shell’s c-store team and our technology partner NCR
to help Shell refine their store strategy to be a higher value part of the
fueling experience on their sites. The c-store for Shell is a secondary
customer destination, the primary being refueling of their vehicle. Shell
has thousands of stores across the globe, of which they own only a
percentage, and franchise the rest. They needed a stronger story and
resources for communicating the changes they were making and the
value of the c-store to all the parties involved in their stores to better
align the day-to-day customer experience.
Our team created a visual story as the heart of the new communications
and built a range of tools and resources around it to engage, educate,
inform, and guide.

inspired by our customers, our guests.

Whether passing through from out of town...

or simply grabbing a morning coffee...

Our heart and focus continues to be premium fill-ups,
but now it comes with the option of milk and sugar.

they’re greeted by the new face of Shell Select.
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Coastal FCU
North Carolina
experience design

Coastal FCU is an industry leader in the implementation of NCR’s interactive teller
technology and has successfully shifted nearly all in-branch transactions to digital and
has removed physical tellers from all of their branches. The opportunity to design a new
branch and member experience allowed us to focus a majority of the experience on
advisory engagements, and seek ways to start more conversations with their members.
We developed a new experience platform consisting of a centralized casual engagement
counter. The reference for this was creating a place for Norm from the TV series Cheers,
meaning there is always a seat for you. The central bar, named the “solutions center,” is a
new form of the first-engagement/query scenario for handling everything not ITM. The new
behavior is to receive members here for first engagement and start conversations over a
cup of coffee, tea, or water. The coffee bar setting is not about the coffee, rather a means
of merchandising Coastal’s solutions; for example having a menu of financial solutions the
way coffees are listed. The drink is simply an offering, while also being the catalyst for the
setting. We are suggesting to the members, grab a stool and let’s talk. The design initially
suggests a barista-client relationship, but in fact there is no our-side/your-side with staff
sitting side-by-side with members, and members being able to serve themselves their own
cup of coffee or tea. It wasn’t uncommon for Norm to pour his own beer.
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from the archives/2010
HP-Yahoo News
CeBIT, Germany
broadcast design
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